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The capital city of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur has established itself as a self-contained city where one
gets to enjoy all the contemporary amenities and an enhanced quality of life. Millions of travellers
book airline tickets to Kuala Lumpur to explore this multicultural haven that rejuvenates the soul and
thrills the senses.

Kuala Lumpur holds a significant status in the world of tourism and features more than a fair share
of lures to charm the travellers from all over the world. Whether one wants to feel the blessings of
nature or wishes to get soaked up in the magnificent history of Malaysia, the city never fails to
impress travellers booking air tickets to Kuala Lumpur. Let us take a quick tour to the most
stimulating attractions in the city that can make anyoneâ€™s holiday trip to Kuala Lumpur a memorable
experience.

Petronas Twin Towers

The tallest twin buildings on the globe, Petronas Twin Towers are 452 metres high and are located
at KLCC complex in Kuala Lumpur. The jaw-dropping towers are considered as the pride of
Malaysia and have become a glistening epitome of modernism and hi-tech architecture. The
travellers taking airline tickets to Kuala Lumpur never miss a chance to visit this incredible
masterpiece and love to relish some marvellous day and night birdâ€™s eye views from its much
popular skybridge.

Chinatown

The most exciting and interesting marketplace of Kuala Lumpur, Chinatown is a paradise for bargain
hunters looking for best quality goods at knock down prices. The market stays jam-packed all day
long and features endless number of stores offering almost everything. With cheerful ambience,
vibrant stores, and jovial vendors shouting at top of their voices, Chinatown wins the admiration of
almost every shopping lover booking tickets to Kuala Lumpur.

National Mosque

Personifying a modern aspect of traditional Islamic art, National Mosque is yet another popular
attraction that remains on the wish list of travellers taking air tickets to Kuala Lumpur. The structure
of this incredible masterpiece has been inspired from Grand Mosque in Mecca and features 48
small domes and one main dome. The stunning gardens and marvellous designs of the mosque
make it even more beautiful and offer some moments of serene refuge to the travellers taking air
tickets the city.

Kuala Lumpur Bird Park

A place to revitalize and revive the lost liveliness in life, Kuala Lumpur Bird Park is a heaven of
peace and serenity. The park features over 20 acres of lush landscapes and is abode to more than
3,000 local and migrating birds. The travellers booking tickets to Kuala Lumpur love to visit this
wonderful park to view birds in their natural habitat.  Apart from offering photo booths, shows and
special feeding sessions, Kuala Lumpur Bird Park also features breeding programmes to prevent
the endangered species of birds from getting extinct.
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